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Overview.
The Community of Practice (CoP) workshops are an open platform for stakeholders from across
knowledge sharing and learning centred around a common concern and passion for screen-related

The CoPs are part of the DASH-Tech project run by the Department of Economic Development

What is SafetyTech?
SafetyTech is one of a series of workstreams put together by DEDAT focused on building connections

environment where adverse incidents are minimized both proactively and reactively and participants

and the need to work together and acknowledge that safety tech is much more interdependent than

Challenges & Opportunities.
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Challenges
•

Lack integration/ collaboration between stakeholders and communities

•

Access to inclusive markets

•

Skills development

•

Feedback: How could tech be improved/ adopted

•
•

Resource sharing

•

Regulatory Challenges

•

Cost of tech is expensive

•

Transformation and diversity in sector

Opportunities
•

Capability of Software to address to solve various problems and showcase new tech

•
•

Networking opportunities

•

Knowledge sharing

•

Learn/ share our technologies and guidance on legislation

•

Opportunity to build high-quality innovative solutions

•

Combining ground innovation with development innovation

•

Funding and support opportunities

•

Utilizing the available skills and connecting with relevant stakeholders to further develop new
skills and capabilities

•

Collective bargaining and collaboration

•

Platform of engagement and shared knowledge through Community of Practice

•

Advocacy and policy support

•

Inclusivity that allows accessibility for all communities
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start building and developing the capabilities to support the industry
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Additional Takeaway Points.
an overview of participants’ thoughts and suggestions regarding the SafetyTech ecosystem in the

The Western Cape tech ecosystem is rife with boundless opportunities to progressively grow tech
experts within the ecosystem that are maximizing the power of innovative technology and building
new avenues to address the challenges that plague the safety of communities in the Western Cape

Drive effective policing and law enforcement
Reduce violence by and against youth and children
Foster social cohesion and safe public spaces
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Closing Remarks: Next Steps
here
A LinkedIn group has been decided to be the most convenient way to continue these

The LinkedIn CoP group is a platform for everyone to build relationships and network outside of
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The other important next step to consider is signing up for the project newsletter on the Silicon
Cape website

